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Escape reality as you listen to your favourite tunes with
the Samsung Galaxy Buds Pro Wireless Noise
Cancelling In-Ear Headphones. For an immersive
sound experience, it is backed up with active noise
cancelling level, 2-way speakers, and a 360-degree
audio function. It also comes with a high functional 3mic system that helps deliver crisp, clear audio during
calls. Key Features Unmatched Connectivity: The
Samsung Galaxy Buds Pro features Bluetooth v5.0
technology that offers a long wireless range with
minimal latency. You can also tune in with others that
have another set of Galaxy Buds Pro by connecting
them to your smartphone simultaneously. Crisp, Clear
Voice: Galaxy Buds Pro packs various microphone
functions such as a dual-mic array, high SNR mic, and
an inner mic to deliver you a crisp, clear voice quality
during calls. 360 Audio: With Dolby Head Tracking
technology, these earbuds make use of its intelligent
motion-tracking sensor for a more powerful realistic
listening experience. Waterproof Structure: Thanks to its

IPX7 Water-Resistant design, you never have to worry
about getting the Galaxy Buds Pro wet. It can
accompany you through sweaty workout sessions or
rigorous everyday routines. Tap Controls: For added
convenience, you can manage calls, voice commands,
and more by simply tapping the Galaxy buds’ on-ear
controls. Designed for Comfort: With their wireless
functionality, these buds let you move around
seamlessly without any cable restriction. You can also
pick your preferred ear-tip size from its included
customisable ear-tips for a more snug and secure fit.
ANC Feature: The intelligent ANC on the Galaxy Buds
Pro is backed up by UL Verification and has proven to
filter out up to 99% of external background noise. It also
lets you control it to a level that fits your current
surroundings for a more surround sound experience.
ANC is activated by default but can be configured via
the touch and hold gesture in the Galaxy Wearable app.
Ambient Sound: With Ambient Sound, you won’t have to
take out your earbuds during discussions for it instantly
lowers your music down so you can hear voices in full
clarity. Smart Technology: Thanks to this earbuds’ Voice
Detect feature, it can instantly switch from ANC to
Ambient mode whenever it hears you speak. It uses an
AI algorithm to recognise the user’s voice and responds
to vibration-induced situations (conversations may not
be detected when only one earbud is worn). Voice
Detect is turned on by default but can be switched on or
off by simply tapping on one of the earbuds. Immersive
Sound: It comes with custom-built 2-way speakers with
sound by AKG, allowing you to experience a beautiful
and immersive sound experience. Convenience: Using
its Auto Switch feature, it lets you instantly switch from
one device to another. The buds also enable you to
listen to music on your tablet and answer calls from
your phone with one tap*. Playtime: Get immersed
longer as these Galaxy Buds Pro give you up to 18hours** of run time (5-hours of listening time plus 13hours more in the case). When ANC is off, it can last for
up to 28-hours*** (8-hours and extra 20-hours in the
case). You can also have an extra hour of playtime after
a 5-minute quick charge. Compatibility: The Galaxy
Buds Pro is compatible with smartphones and tablets
running on Android 7.0 or later. *Auto Switch feature
only available on Galaxy smartphones and tablets with
OneUI 3.1 or later. Certain devices and applications
may not support Auto Switch. Galaxy devices must be

logged in to Samsung Account to enable Auto Switch. **
Earbuds and case provide up to 18 hours of battery life
when the case is charged to 100%. Based on internal
testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a preproduction Galaxy Buds Pro to a recently released
Galaxy smartphone with default settings including ANC
on. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by
usage conditions, number of times charged and many
other factors. *** Earbuds and case provide up to 28
hours of battery life when the case is charged to 100%.
Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by
pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds Pro to a recently
released Galaxy smartphone with default settings
except ANC and Ambient mode off. Actual battery life
and charging time may vary by usage conditions,
number of times charged and many other factors.
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All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model
Number

Samsung
Earphones
SM-R190NZSAASA

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth
Product Height
Product
Weight

1.95 cm
2.05 cm
2.08 cm
.01 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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